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We s ~ e d  the mstnbu t i cn  of neurons isasportmg labeled NGF, Ilyec- 

ted m the r a t  occipital cortex a t  varicus postanatal ages. 1251-labeled 
w (0.5-1 u l )  has been ~lyec ted  rnto the posterior occipital mrtex of 
rats a t  the postratal age P14, FZO, 3 mths. NGF w icdlnated by the 
c h l o m e  T mthod (pmtem a m c e n t s a t i m  &ul, specific activity= 

5x10~ cpn/y). Tne snurrals %ere perfused (under chloral mte anaesthe- 
s l a )  24 horns la ter .  After an exGCmR t m e  of 3 weeks, the autorahc- 

gram; m developed and the slices  counters^ unth Cresyl Violet. 
Tne resul ts  showed that NG? w taken up and retrogradely transported by 
fore- n m  a t  all the postratal ages mes'ugated. After lryectlW 
of NLT a t  PI4 and PX) labeled cells w r s  f m d  unthm the vlsual oortex 
i p i l a t e n l  to the Ilyection slte. These ce l l s  vere not fd m a M t  
rats (3  mths). In mluslcn,  the present resulk mniirm earlier fin- 

dmgs m f o r e b m  n e m  p m j e c t ~ w  to the v l d  cortex (M.wler and 

M.SchKab,- ~es.33:3339,1984) and f b t h e r  suggest tbt m m r t l c a l  
cel ls ,  the m s i c n  of receptors for  W o r  for  related 
mula be d a t e d  durmg postmtal  develcpxznt. 
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DEVELOPMENT O F  BINOCULAR VISUAL FUNCI'IONS IN 
MONKEYS. Rick J. Brown. James R. Wilson, Yvette P. Veira. Jamie L. 
Goss and Ronald G. Bootbe*. Depts. of Psychology, Ophthalmology, 
Anatomy & Cell Biology, and Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center, 
Emory University, Atlanta, G A  30322. 

A number of characteristics of binocular vision are immature at  birth and 
develop concurrently during postnatal development. These functions are 
often disrupted by visual deprivation rearing, but few norms are available 
regarding the exact sequence of emergence during normal development. 
Thus, it is impossible to differentiate deprivation effects that involve failure 
to  develop from effects that involve deterioration. We  are addressing this 
issue by using a combination of cross-sectional and longitudinal methods to 
track normal development of several binocular functions in infant rhesus 
(Macaca mulatta) monkeys. Our methodologies used for these assessments 
include visually evoked potentials (YEP), optokinetic nystagmus (OKN), 
preferential looking (PL), and corneal reflex photography. During the first 
few weeks after birth. ocular alimment changes from intermittent exotropia 
to  predominantly ortl;otropic; skreoscopic s&sitivity t o  horizonfal dispa;ity 
emerges. and there is a conversion of an  immature motion response from a 
nasalhirectional bias to  symmetfy. Thus, visual deprivationhas to begin 
shortly after birth in order to  have the potential to  disrupt emergence of 
these functions. Deprivation that begins later is more likely to involve 
deterioration than failure to  develop. This situation contrasts with spatial 
resolution which continues to  develop for several months, and thus remains 
susceptible for a longer period t o  both disruption of development and 
deterioration. Supported by NIH Grants T32EY07092, EY-05975, RR-00165, 
and The  Bryan W. Robinson Foundation, Inc. 
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THE TOPOGRAPHIC ORGANIZATION OF PRLMARY VISUAL CORTEX 
(AREA 17) IN THE ALBINO FERRET M.P. Graham, E.V. Jovnes and ID. 
Thompson University Laboratoq of Physiology, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PT, 
U.K. (SPON: Brain Research Association) 

Electrophysiological mapping of visual conical receptive fields was performed on 
albino and pigmented adult ferrets (Musfelaj~ro), which were anaesthetised (70:30 
NQO,, Sagatal 1 mg/kg/hr) and paralysed (Flaxedil 35 mgjkg/hr). 
ElectrophysiologicaUy, the location of the 17/18 border was defined by a revenai 
in the progression of receptive field positions, and by qualitative changes in 
receptive field properties. ?he visnotopic mapping was subsequently related to 
cortical cytoarchitecture. In pigmented animals, area 17 contained a single 
visuotopic map of the contralateral hemifield, oriented as previously reported by 
Law et al. (1988). In the albino ferret, however, area 17 also included a 
representation of the ipsilateral hemifield, which was topographically continuous 
with that of the contralateral hemifield. The organization of the map is such that a 
given cortical site is associated with a single receptive field and the most ipsilateral 
fields are located adjacent to the 17/18 border. Such an organization is analogous 
to the "Boston" pattern reported for the Siamese cat (Hubel & Wiesel, 1971). The 
maximum extent of this ipsilateral representation ranged from 10" tn 32" for 
different albino animals, compared with 2' to 4' for the pigmented animals. Far a 
given animal, the extent of the ipsilateral representation increased wia receptive 
field elevation; in one albino, for example, from just 9" ipsilateral at 13" below the 
horizontal meridian, to 20" ipsilateral at 10" above the horizontal meridian. 
(Receptive field positions are corrected for a standard optic disc projection of +?ne - -" 
azimuth and +11" elevation). We are now using anatomical techniques to investigate 
the development of the geniculocortical projections which presumably underlie these 
topographical arrangements. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF DISPARITY SENSITIVITY IN A CORRELATIONAL 
BASED NETWORK MODEL OF THE VISUAL CORTEX REQUIRES TWO 
PHASES.GS Berns, P Dayan and TJ Sepowsk~',TheSalkInst~tute, LaJolla, CA, 
92037. 

A correlational-based model of development of disparity sensitivity in the 
visual cortex was simulated, l tvo one-dimensional input layers, representing 
retinal and thalamic inputs from eacheye, were fully connected to a single one- 
dimensional cortical layer with fixed intra-cortical connections. The weights 
were modified by a linear Hebbmleusing correlations both withinand between 
eyes and were subtractively normalized. Weights that reached zero were fmzen. 
Three developmental paradigms were investigated: 1) retinal activity locally 
correlated within each eye but not between eyes, which might occur during 
prenatal developaent; 2) retinal activity locally correlated hoth within and 
between eyes, which might occur during postnatal development; and 3) two- 
phase development with the first phase corresponding to paradigm 1 and the 
second phase corresponding to paradigm 2, modelling both pre and postnatal 
development. The development of disparityand ocularity are intimately linked 
in our model. With no between-eye correlation, the cortex developed only 
monocular cells without any disparity sensitivity Betweeneye correlations 
throughout development led to a cortex of uniformly binocular cells with the 
receptive fields of both eyes aligned and thus tuned to zem disparity. The two- 
phase paradigm allowed the initial development ofa monocular bias which was 
partially reversed by the addition of between-eye correlations. This resulted in 
a cortex populated by hoth monocular and binocular cells, the binocular cells 
tending to have zero disparity and the more monocular cells having nonzero 
disparity, thus matching the experimentally observed relationship of disparity 
and ocularity in the cat (LeVay & Voigt, Vis. Neurosci. 1988). (Supported by the 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute and SERC). 
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DEVELOPMENTAL ON/OFF COMPETITION C A N  QUANTITA- 
TIVELY ACCOUNT F O R P R E F E R R E D  SPATIAL FREQUENCIES 
O F  CORTICAL SIMPLE CELLS K.D. Miller*, Division of Biology, Cal- 
tech, Pasadena, CA 91125. 

I have previously shown that a Hebbian or similar developmental cornpeti- 
tiou between ON- and OFF-center inputs can lead to development of orientation- 
selective simple cells and their periodic organization into orientation columns 
(1989, 1990, this meeting; NeuroReport 3:73176 (1992)). The key assumption 
is the existence of a reversal in the correlation structure between ON- and 
OFF-center inputs, as follows: at  small retinotopic separations, two inputs of 
the same center type (two ON-center inputs) are better correlated with one an- , 
other than are two inputs of opposite center type (an ON- and an OFF-center 
input); but at larger retinotopic separations, where one input's receptive field 
(RF) center overlaps another's RF surround, two inputs of opposite type are 
best correlated. 

Here I ehovv tliat this hypothesis also can quantitatively account for the 
mean preferred spatial frequency (MPSF) of cortical simple cells. The model 
predicts that the MPSF of these cells is that which maximizes the Fourier 
transform of the correlation function CD(a) CON-ON(a) - CON-OFF(a); 
this function tells the difference between liketype and opposite-type correl* 
tions, as a function of the retinotopic separation a .  Precise comparison with 
experiment will require measurement of this function in the developing LGN. 
However, Mastronarde (1983) measured the separations at  which like-type cor- 
relation and opposite-type anticorrelation falls to zero in adult cat retinal dark 
activity. Assuming that this corresponds to the distance at which reversal 
in ON/OFF correlations occurs in LGN, we obtain a prediction for MPSF 
in cat visual cortex that agrees well with measurements across eccentricities 
(Movshon, Thompson and Tolhurst, 1978). 
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